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     |    MARMO THASSOS / MOROCCO

Marmo Thassos - A light breeze, clear blue skies and a sea the color of which is indescribable. The time here flows 
slower, everything tastes finer, and the mind saturated with the fresh air absorbs the Mediterranean climate and 
detects that, which at the first glance is inconspicuous. Magic encapsulated in the tiniest of details.

Marmo Morocco – Through the mesmerizing, sandy deserts of the Sahara and the bewitching cedar forests of the 
Middle Atlas, to the spellbinding coastal lagoons. This magical land of the setting sun invites you to come on a fantastic 
journey brimming with the Orient, accompanied by an aromatic glass of “thé à la menthe” in your hand. A colorful 
mosaic of oriental culture.

PERFECTIONPERFECTION
EPITOMIZED EPITOMIZED 
IN MARBLEIN MARBLE
Thassos – Indisputable wonderment and awe. Parakalo!
Morocco – Shrouded in mystery

CHOOSE YOUR COLOUR
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FASHION
& DESIGN

We’re channeling our love and passion of art, travel, 
fashion and beauty into the world of interior design. 
Following Joanna Przetakiewicz’s motto: “Interiors, 
just like fashion, are an expression of a person’s 
character, they evoke emotions and inspire us to 
act” - we are combining our strengths, experiences, 
life stories and all that we have achieved in many 
different disciplines. It’s a clash of two worlds, that 
of fashion and that of design, in the building and 
establishing of new interior trends.
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120 × 280
[48” × 110”]

120 × 120
[48” × 48”]

60 × 120
[24” × 48”]

80 × 80
[32” × 32”]

80 × 160
[32” × 64”]

 5903313330817 matt
 5903313330916 polished

 5903313330794 matt
 5903313330893 polished

 5903313330756 matt
 5903313330855 polished

 5903313330770 matt
 5903313330879 polished

 5903313330732 matt
 5903313330831 polished

MATT POLISHED

PEI           
R9 PEI  

 4 -  NUMBER OF GRAPHIC PATTERNS-  TEXTURED SURFACE   
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120 × 280
[48” × 110”]

120 × 120
[48” × 48”]

60 × 120
[24” × 48”]

80 × 80
[32” × 32”]

80 × 160
[32” × 64”]

 5903313331012 matt
 5903313331111 polished

 5903313330992 matt
 5903313331098 polished

 5903313330954 matt
 5903313331050 polished

 5903313330930 matt
 5903313331036 polished

 5903313330978 matt
 5903313331074 polished

MATT POLISHED

PEI                
R9 PEI      

-  COLOR BODY    4 -  NUMBER OF GRAPHIC PATTERNS-  TEXTURED SURFACE   
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/ Marmo Thassos

MARMO THASSOS



MARMO THASSOS
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/ Marmo Morocco

MARMO MOROCCO



lamania.cerrad.com


